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Press Release - March 18, 2005
Activities Update – Tiger International Resources

Patric Barry, President of Tiger International Resources (TGR.V) reports:
Oil Drilling Program: The oil well in which Tiger is participating in drilling in the Paramax
Fosterton area of Saskatchewan will be spudded in April. Extra seismic was acquired to assist in the
location of the drill rig, and to evaluate additional drilling targets for later, with four new targets
having been defined by the operator. Tiger holds 10% of this well before payback.
Esperanza Gold Project: Tiger received the long awaited Government Exemption from the
watershed restriction this month, and has received confirming opinion from the Dept of Natural
Resources in Baguio City that all restrictions have been removed, excepting typical permit
requirements and limits on felling trees and building roads, and that there is no longer any
restriction on mining the property. Tiger has worked with the vendor, Pan Asia Exploration
Services, to obtain this Exemption from the provisions of the Mining Act of 1995 wherein mining in
a watershed is prohibited. The granting of the Exemption by the government allows Tiger to
proceed with exploration and eventual mining of the property. Management conducted a field trip
recently and sampled an exposed quarts vein with positive results, and learned that a series of
tunnels that were dug during past mining prior to World War 2 are still accessible and can be
reopened. Tiger is planning to proceed rapidly with the development of this project, and in
accordance with the agreement between Tiger and Pan Asia has requested counsel to amend the
agreement in accordance with Philippine Law and has requested this be done without delay.
Tiger has incorporated a new domestic company in Malaysia to further the company’s application
for a Prospecting License in that country. More details will be announced on this application when
the License has been granted to Tiger’s new subsidiary by the government. Tiger has no indication
of the time it may take for government consideration of this application.
For further information on these items, or any other matters, please contact Patric Barry at (949)
362.1600 or view the company’s documents at its website at www.tigerresources.com
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